




Introductory meeting with the enterprise agencies - 22 June 2021 
 
Participants 
Cabinet Secretary for Finance and the Economy 
Minister for Business, Trade, Tourism and Enterprise 
Alistair Dodds, Chair, HIE 
Charlotte Wright, CEO, HIE 
Russel Griggs, Chair, SOSE 
Jane Morrison-Ross, CEO, SOSE 
Lord Smith, Chair, SE 
Linda Hanna, Interim CEO, SE 
Colin Cook, Interim Director of Economic Development 
Richard Rollison, Interim Director, DITI 
Kat Feldinger, Investment Finance Division 
Jon Pickstone, Deputy Director, Regional Economic Development 

, Enterprise Sponsorship Team 
Callum McCaig, Special Adviser 
 
* The Cabinet Secretary set out the areas now included in the much broader 
Finance and Economy  
portfolio. Their inclusion in the same portfolio presents a real opportunity to look at 
the interaction  
between areas feeding into the economy and economic development. 
* Her one, overarching priority is to deliver the new 10-year strategy for 
economic transformation. For  
development over the next few months, this will clarify the Government’s vision and 
ruthlessly  
prioritise areas of focus (with an acceptance that there will be less focus on other 
areas). 
* Its development will be guided by three questions: 
* where does Scotland want to be in 10 years? 
* what do we have to do to get there? 
* who is going to deliver the step change needed? 
* Mr McKee is leading work on the data that will underpin the strategy and 
inform the prioritisation  
exercise. It needs to recognise Scotland’s strengths and areas of greatest potential 
and to have a  
regional filter. Financial constraints mean that it will be critical to use all levers at our 
disposal. 
* The new Council for Economic Transformation will be brought together in July 
to help develop the  
strategy. 
* Given their on-the-ground experience, the enterprise agencies’ involvement in 
this work will be  
critical, alongside other public and private sector partners. 
 
In discussion, it was noted that: 
* there is an urgency to the work to develop and start delivery of the strategy - 
we are at a crossroads  
and need to take advantage of opportunities; 



* the worsening of inequalities and child poverty due to the pandemic has been 
well documented -  
what’s required is fair work and a growing economy, and an absolute focus on 
promoting  
prosperity;  
* the regional dimension is particularly important - any strategy should be for 
the whole of Scotland  
and, for example, sensitive to the differing impact that the number and types of jobs 
created has in  
different areas of the country; 
* delivery of the strategy, through partnership working, will be key - learning 
from the pandemic  
should inform how delivery agencies can work together as a system going forward; 
* it will be important to consider to what extent the strategy should focus on 
resilience or future  
growth; 
* also important will be linkages across policies, for example transport 
infrastructure, housing and  
population; 
* alignment with the new strategy will require consideration of existing year-to-
year commitments to  
make sure that interventions contribute to delivery of the vision; 
* it will be important for the ESSB’s strategic plan refresh and development of 
the enterprise agencies’  
new 3-year strategies to align with the 10-year strategy;  
* effort is being put into building data capability to inform decision making, but 
this is still work in  
progress; 
* maintaining the status quo is not an option in any sector, for example retaining 
people and skills in  
the tourism sector requires a step change on fair work, productivity and digitalisation;  
* the strategy needs to focus on actions and to be presented in a way that 
engages its audience.  
 
Each of the agencies presented information on their immediate priorities, as set out 
in their annual  
business plans. 
 
Mr McKee agreed that it was important for the different strategies to align and for the 
10-year strategy  
to articulate, in detail, what will be delivered. Conditionality on fair work will be key, 
as well as  
addressing practical issues such as material shortages.  
 
The Cabinet Secretary reiterated that progress on delivering all of the Government’s 
aims is dependent  
on a thriving economy and that the enterprise agencies are fundamental to delivering 
this. 
She invited the agencies to provide their thoughts in response to three questions: 



* on the vision, where does the Scottish Government need to be clearer, more 
robust and  
demonstrate greater prioritisation? 
* on the ‘how’, what are the three biggest job creating opportunities over the 
next 5 years? 
* on delivery, where do opportunities exist for greater collaboration to deliver a 
Team Scotland  
approach? 
Action: HIE, SOSE and SE to prepare short submissions responding to these 
questions. 
 
The Cabinet Secretary said that she looked forward to working in partnership with 
the agencies on  
unpacking these three questions in regular meetings.  
 
 
 



From: Lord Smith of Kelvin   
Sent: 13 October 2020 10:17  
To: Cabinet Secretary for Economy, Fair Work and Culture   
Cc: DG Economy ; McAllan M (Mary) ; Rollison R (Richard) ; Quinlan K (Kevin) ; 
Mactaggart E (Eilidh) ;  
McCaig C (Callum) ; Linda Hanna ; Charlie Smith ; John Booth ; Simon Forrest ; 

 ; Lord Smith  
of Kelvin   
Subject: Note from Lord Smith of Kelvin, Chair, Scottish Enterprise  
Importance: High 
 
Dear Fiona, 
  
Thank you very much for participating in our Board Strategy discussion last week. 
  
I appreciate just how busy you are, particularly at the moment, and the Board and I 
were  
grateful for the time you were able to afford us, to share your thoughts and hear 
directly about  
our plans and challenges.  We were particularly appreciative of the supportive 
messages you  
gave in relation to our budgets and the commitment to do all you can in that regard. 
Any further  
assistance will help Scottish Enterprise support the national mission to protect and 
create jobs  
and to play our part in Scotland’s economic recovery. 
  
Thank you also for your email of 6 October concerning the interface between 
Scottish  
Enterprise and the Scottish National Investment Bank.  Your personal engagement 
in this is  
welcome and I am happy to provide a clear commitment to work collegiately – and 
quickly – with  
Willie’s team, to ensure both organisations fully understand their roles in the 
economic  
development system, have access to all the levers necessary to fulfil that and set out 
how we  
can most effectively work together to benefit Scotland’s economy. 
  
I also understand you have asked to meet with my Board colleagues in the coming 
months. We  
clearly have a big job to do in the short term in helping guide and support the 
organisation  
following Steve’s decision last week but are considering how best to meet your 
request, also  
taking cognisance of the many other undoubted pressures on your diary. As part of 
this, I am  
particularly keen you have early conversations with Willie Mackie (as Deputy 
Chairman and  



Chairman of SE’s Audit and Risk Committee), Melfort Campbell (given his 
experience and  
tenure on the SE Board which is coming to an end soon) and Dame Anne Glover 
(with her  
experience and knowledge of international networks, academia and the wider 
system). We will  
take forward arrangements with the sponsor team and your office. 
  
Please do let me know if you would like to discuss any of this further and thank you 
again for  
your support, particularly in recent days and weeks. 
  
Yours sincerely  
  
 
Robert  
 
Lord Smith of Kelvin, KT CH 
Chair, Scottish Enterprise 
  
 
  
  
  
For the latest advice and guidance for businesses in Scotland affected by Covid-19 
visit:  
FindBusinessSupport.gov.scot   
#FindBusinessSupport  
Scottish Enterprise  
http://www.scottish-enterprise.com   
  
Privacy - Your personal information is processed by us in accordance with our 
privacy notice  
and data protection legislation. You can find more information by visiting our privacy 
notice at  
https://www.scottish-enterprise.com/help/privacy-notice   
  
Follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/scotent   
Follow us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/scottishenterprise   
  
Head office and contact details:   
  
Atrium Court   
50 Waterloo Street   
Glasgow   
G2 6HQ   
Tel: +44(0)300 013 3385   
  
Message is sent in confidence for the addressee only. It may contain legally 
privileged  



information. The contents are not to be disclosed to anyone other than the 
addressee.  
Unauthorised recipients are requested to preserve this confidentiality and to advise 
the sender  
immediately of any error in transmission. 
  
___________________________________________________________________
___  
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.  
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com  
___________________________________________________________________
___ 





















Cab Sec for Economy Fair Work & Culture  
1:1 meetings with Scottish Enterprise Board Members 

 

Meeting with Sue Paterson 
 

4 March 2021 
 

Attendees: 

Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Economic Fair Work & Culture 
Dr Sue Paterson, Scottish Enterprise Board 
 

, SE Sponsorship Team, Scottish Government 
 
Purpose 

Part of a series of informal 1:1 meetings between the Cabinet Secretary and SE Board 
members to discuss their views on economy, experiences on the SE Board and future 
direction of the agency. 
 
During the discussion it was noted: 

 
1. Dr Paterson noted that the Scottish economy was fragile, with business numbers 
lower than average for population size.  Scotland would require a further 70,000 
businesses to enter into the top quartile.  Additionally, most Scottish businesses were 
small enterprises with under 10 staff. 
 
2. However, she noted that Scotland was in top quartile in education and skills - 
Scotland therefore had the talent but were unable to translate that into entrepreneurship. 
A number of factors could be in play, from our culture not encouraging risk-taking in 
children, to universities not fully developing business skills in aspiring entrepreneurs, to 
the enterprise agencies perhaps not finding the right opportunities for our companies. 
 
3. Dr Paterson however noted that pre-pandemic most companies were content so 
long as they were financially comfortable, while the pandemic had forced them to borrow 
money and consider new market opportunities to survive (e.g. digital markets); both key 
components of invest-to-grow business growth. 
 
4. Dr Paterson noted she appreciated the “Preston model” for Community Wealth 
Building; having regional anchor institutions which proceed to develop a “business eco-
system” around them through stimulating new start-ups to form a localized supply-chain.    
 
5 Dr Paterson noted SE was taking steps to only invest in Net Zero companies, 
although she felt SE needed to go further in their promotion and guidance to all 
companies on net zero, circular economy, waste reduction etc. However, she noted the 
world was in the midst of a catastrophic extinction event due to climate change, and the 
green economy should not be to the detriment of environmental sustainability e.g. 
increasing our coastal windmills and inland solar farms should not be done at the expense 
of habitat for wildlife. Cabinet Secretary felt Scotland was quite strong in including 
environmental protections in planning. 
 
6. COP26 was also a marvellous opportunity for Scotland, although Dr Paterson 
noted that global emissions today were already 1% higher than they were pre-Covid.  



Dr Paterson was concerned that the commitment to address global emissions by 1% by 
2030 was not enough, a more ambitious target of 25-45% was needed to reduce global 
warming, but accepted that was outwith Scotland’s control. Cabinet Secretary noted that 
the actual event itself will be stage-managed by the UN, however, Roseanna 
Cunningham, Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform, 
was heavily involved in the planning and discussions with UK Government about the run-
up and legacy – promoting Scotland to investors and signposting to our own businesses 
the importance of Green Economy and Net Zero. 
 
 
Scottish Enterprise Sponsorship Team 
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